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For me inspiration is related to a deep 
longing to beauty. My art is not political, it 
is not related to society or country. It is not 
revolutionary, innovative or economical. I 
want it to be beautiful and in accordance 
with my values. I dislike art that goes 

against everything I stand for. I step away 
from shocking, degrading, ugly, women and 
animal unfriendly art. Art does not die, 

artists do. The question therefore is what do	
I like to leave behind long after my studio	

has	closed.	  
 

 
 

 



 

Four Tulips Composition Explained
This composition invites the viewer to look in a diagonal line from the upper0left corner going down 
to the lower-right corner. It would not be pretty to have tulips line up in straight diagonal line. Not 
only would that be unnatural, it would not be elegant. We appreciate elegance in floral drawings, I 
therefore have created a more circular curved composition.   
 
The tulips represent a life cycle. The first tulip is an opening bulb that represents the start of life. 
The second tulip is a teen: it is starting to bloom and it is at the highest level in the drawing. The 
third tulip symbolizes mid-life; it blooms and has a position between the highest and lowest point in 
the drawing. The last tulip (lower-right corner) is past its bloom. This tulip hangs a bit, gravity 
takes its tool and the green leaf beside the tulip shows it has lost its firmness. The tulip is still very 
pretty because old age, after a blooming life, is beautiful.  
 
Here you have a simple, diagonal composition, a curve that organizes the story-line that tells about 
the flowering phases of a tulip as well as another being. It is about life as we experience it. A 
composition is abstract and can therefore be grounded in an imaginary story.  When you buy 
flowers, what do you see? How does the bouquet resonate with you?  
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Contact me freely to discuss your 

commission subject, budget and preferences. 
 

At Etsy  
 

At Instagram as @mindfuldrawing 
 
 

 
For ordering your double folded, full colour 
illustrated and professionally printed ‘Four 
Tulips Composition’ on premium paper, feel 
free to use DISCOUNT COUPON CODE  
 
TULIPLOVE  
 
at Etsy.  
 
The notecard comes with a matching 
envelope and a lovely seal sticker.  
 
 



 
 


